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Abstract. This work presents a framework, founded on multi-relationalinstance-
based learning, for inductive (memory-based) reasoning on knowledge bases ex-
pressed in Description Logics. The procedure, which exploits a relational dis-
similarity measure based on the notion of Information Content, can be employed
both to answer to class-membership queries and to predict assertions, that may
not be logically entailed by the knowledge base. These tasks may be the baseline
for other inductive methods for ontology construction and evolution. In a prelim-
inary experimentation, we show that the method is sound. Besides it is actually
able to induce new knowledge that might be acquired in the knowledge base.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Most of the research on formal ontologies has been focussing on methods based on de-
ductive reasoning. However, important tasks that are likely to be provided by new gen-
eration knowledge-based systems, such as classification, construction, revision, popu-
lation and evolution are likely supported also by inductive methods.

In order to support these tasks and overcome the inherent complexity of classic
logic-based inference other forms of reasoning are being investigated, both deductive,
such asnon-monotonic, paraconsistent[10], approximatereasoning (see the discussion
in [11]), case-based reasoning[7] and inductive-analogical forms such as inductive
generalization[5] andspecialization[9].

All these approaches require scalable and efficient reasoning. From this viewpoint,
instance-based inductive methods [8] are particularly well suited. Indeed, they are known
to be both very efficient and fault-tolerant compared to the classic logic-based methods.
Particularly being this methods fault-tolerant, they can be suitably applied to shared
knowledge bases coming from distributed sources and for this reason often character-
ized by the presence of noise.

Instance-based algorithms have been mainly applied to attribute-value representa-
tions to solve tasks such as classification, clustering, and case-based reasoning. Up-
grading the algorithms to work on multirelational representations [8], namely on the
concept languages used in the Semantic Web, founded in Description Logics (DLs) [1]
(see Sect. 2), requires novel similarity measures that are suitable for such First Order
Logic fragments. As pointed out in [4], most of these measures focus on the similarity
of atomic concepts within hierarchies or simple ontologies. Yet, recently, dissimilar-
ity measures for composite concept descriptions in DL have been proposed [6]. These
measures (see Sect. 3) elicit the underlying semantics by querying the knowledge base



(as hinted in [3]) for determining the extension of concept descriptions (estimated by
their retrieval [1]). Such measures can be applied to assess the dissimilarity between
concepts and/or between individuals.

An instance-based framework (Sect. 4) applicable to ontological knowledge has
been devised. Exploiting a dissimilarity measure, it can derive inductively (by analogy)
both consistent consequences from the knowledge base and also new assertions which
were not previously logically derivable. Such a framework can be effectively used to
semi-automatize the task of populating ontologies that are partially defined (in terms
of assertions). For instance, classification can be performed even in absence of a def-
inition for the target concept in the knowledge base by analogy with a set of training
assertions on such a concept provided by an expert. In turn, this enables also other re-
lated (bottom-up) services such as classification, clustering, ontology construction and
evolution. Specifically, we have worked on a classification procedure based on alazy
learning approach, namely a relational form of thek-Nearest Neighbor(k-NN) pro-
cedure (see [12]). The main idea is that similar individuals, by analogy, should likely
belong to similar concepts. The adaptation to the context of DLs could not be straight-
forward. Indeed a theoretical problem has been posed by theOpen World Assumption
(OWA) that is generally made in the target context, differently from data mining settings
where theClosed World Assumption(CWA) is the standard. Besides, in the standardk-
NN multi-class setting, different classes are often assumed to be disjoint, which is not
typical in a Semantic Web context.

The measure and the modified classification method have been implemented and
some preliminary experimental results with real ontologies have been presented (Sect. 5).
Moreover, the decision procedure could be further enriched with a non-parametric
statistic test for controlling the degree of significance of the classification of new in-
stances.

2 Representation and Logic Inference

The basics ofALC are briefly recalled. This logic adopts constructors supported by the
standard Web ontology languages (see the DL handbook [1] for a thorough reference).

In DLs, concept descriptions are defined in terms of a setNC of primitive concept
names and a setNR of primitive roles. The semantics of the concept descriptions is
defined by aninterpretationI = (∆I , ·I), where∆I is a non-empty set, thedomainof
the interpretation, and·I is theinterpretation functionthat maps eachA ∈ NC to a set
AI ⊆ ∆I and eachR ∈ NR to RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I . The top concept> is interpreted as
the whole domain∆I , while thebottomconcept⊥ corresponds to∅. Complex descrip-
tions can be built inALC using the following constructors. The language supportsfull
negation: given any concept descriptionC, denoted¬C, it amounts to∆I \ CI . The
conjunctionof concepts, denoted withC1 u C2, yields an extensionCI

1 ∩ CI
2 and, du-

ally, conceptdisjunction, denoted withC1 tC2, yieldsCI
1 ∪CI

2 . Finally, there are two
restrictions on roles: theexistential restriction, denoted with∃R.C, and interpreted as
the set{x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI} and thevalue restriction, denoted
with ∀R.C, whose extension is{x ∈ ∆I | ∀y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI}.



A knowledge baseK = 〈T ,A〉 contains aTBoxT and anABoxA. T is a set of
concept definitions1 C ≡ D, meaningCI = DI , whereC is atomic (the concept name)
andD is an arbitrarily complex description defined as above.A contains assertions on
the world state, e.g.C(a) andR(a, b), meaning thataI ∈ CI and (aI , bI) ∈ RI .
Moreover, normally theunique names assumptionis made on the ABox individuals.
These are denoted withInd(A). In this context the most common inference is the se-
mantic notion ofsubsumptionbetween concepts:

Definition 2.1 (subsumption).given two concept descriptionsC andD, C subsumes
D, denoted byD v C, iff for every interpretationI it holds thatDI ⊆ CI . When
D v C andC v D then they areequivalent, denoted withC ≡ D.

Semantically equivalent (yet syntactically different) descriptions can be given for
the same concept. Nevertheless, equivalent concepts can be reduced to a normal form
by means of rewriting rules that preserve their equivalence [1]:

Definition 2.2 (normal form). A concept descriptionD is in ALC normal form iff
D = ⊥ or D = > or if D = D1 t · · · tDn (∀i = 1, . . . , n, Di 6≡ ⊥) and

Di =
l

A∈prim(Di)

A u
l

R∈NR

∀R.valR(Di) u
l

E∈exR(Di)

∃R.E



– prim(Di) is the set of (negated) primitive concepts occurring at the top level ofDi;
– valR(Di) is the conjunctionCi

1 u · · · uCi
n in the value restriction of roleR, if any

(otherwisevalR(Di) = >);
– exR(Di) is the set of concepts in the existential restrictions onR.

and∀R ∈ NR ∀E ∈ exR(Di) ∪ {valR(Di)} E is in normal form.
L will denote the set of concepts in normal form (L = ALC/≡).

Another inference for reasoning with individuals requires finding the concepts which
an individual belongs to, especially the most specific one:

Definition 2.3 (most specific concept).Given an ABoxA and an individuala, the
most specific conceptof a w.r.t.A is the conceptC, denotedMSCA(a), such thatA |=
C(a) and for any other conceptD such thatA |= D(a), it holds thatC v D, where|=
stands for the logical entailment.

In a language endowed with existential (or numeric) restrictions, such asALC, the
exactMSC may not be always expressed with a finite description [1], yet it may be
approximated [5, 2].

1 The cases of general axioms or cyclic definitions will not considered here.



3 A Dissimilarity Measure for ALC

A measure of concept similarity can be derived from the notion ofInformation Content
(IC) that, in turn, depends on the probability of an individual to belong to a certain
concept. Now, differently from other works which assume that a probability distribution
for the concepts in an ontology is known, here it is derived from the knowledge base,
that is from the distribution that can be estimated therein [3].

In order to approximate this probability for a certain conceptC, its extension is used
with respect to the considered ABox. Namely, we chose thecanonical interpretation
IA, i.e. the one adopting the set of individuals mentioned in the ABox as its domain
and the identity as its interpretation function [1]. Now, given a conceptC its probability
is estimated by:pr(C) = |CIA |/|∆IA |. Finally, the information content of a concept
computed, employing this probability:IC(C) = − log pr(C).

A measure of the concept dissimilarity is now formally defined [6]:

Definition 3.1. LetL be the set of all concepts inALC normal form. Thedissimilarity
measuref is a functionf : L × L 7→ R+ defined recursively as follows. For all
C,D ∈ L, with C =

⊔n
i=1 Ci andD =

⊔m
j=1 Dj

f(C,D) := ft(C,D) =


0 if C ≡ D
∞ if C uD = ⊥
maxi ∈ [1, n]

j ∈ [1, m]

fu(Ci, Dj) o.w.

fu(Ci, Dj) := fP (prim(Ci), prim(Dj)) + f∀(Ci, Dj) + f∃(Ci, Dj)

fP (prim(Ci), prim(Dj)) :=


∞ if prim(Ci) u prim(Dj) ≡ ⊥

IC(prim(Ci)uprim(Dj))+1
IC(LCS(prim(Ci),prim(Dj)))+1 o.w.

whereLCS computes the least common subsumer of the input concepts [1].

f∀(Ci, Dj) :=
∑

R∈NR

ft(valR(Ci), valR(Dj))

f∃(Ci, Dj) :=
∑

R∈NR

N∑
k=1

max
p=1,...,M

ft(Ck
i , Dp

j )

whereCk
i ∈ exR(Ci) andDp

j ∈ exR(Dj) and we suppose w.l.o.g. thatN = |exR(Ci)| ≥
|exR(Dj)| = M , otherwise the indicesN andM are to be exchanged.

Now f has values in[0,∞]. It is possible to derive a normalized dissimilarity mea-
sure as shown in the following.

Definition 3.2 (dissimilarity measure).Thedissimilarity measured is a functiond :
L× L 7→ [0, 1], such that given the concept descriptions in normal formC =

⊔n
i=1 Ci

andD =
⊔m

j=1 Dj , let

d(C,D) :=

0 if f(C,D) = 0
1 if f(C,D) = ∞
1− 1/f(C,D) otherwise



A measure has been defined whose baseline (counts on the extensions of primitive
concepts) depends on the semantics of the knowledge base, as conveyed by the ABox
assertions. This is in line with the ideas in [3, 4], where semantics is elicited as a prob-
ability distribution over the domain∆. By comparing concept descriptions reduced to
the normal form, we have a structural definition of dissimilarity. However, sinceMSCs
are computed from the same ABox assertions, reflecting the current knowledge state,
this guarantees that structurally similar representations will be obtained for semantically
similar concepts.

Let us recall that it is possible to calculate the most specific concept of an individual
a w.r.t. the ABox,MSC(a) (see Def. 2.3) or at least its approximationMSCk(a) up to a
certain description depthk. In the following we suppose to have fixed thisk to the depth
of the ABox. Given two individualsa andb in the ABox, we considerMSCk(a) and
MSCk(b) (supposed in normal form). Now, in order to assess the dissimilarity between
the individuals, thef measure can be applied:

d(a, b) := d(MSCk(a),MSCk(b))

The computational complexity of the measure is strictly related to some reasoning
services, namely retrieval and instance-checking (see [1], Ch. 3). Nevertheless, it is lim-
ited to primitive concepts only and it is linear in the number of individuals in the ABox
(data complexity). In practical applications, these computations may be efficiently car-
ried out exploiting the statistics that are maintained by the DBMSs. Besides, the counts
that are necessary for computing the concept extensions could be estimated by means
of the probability distribution over the domain.

4 Nearest Neighbor for Description Logics

Given an ontology, a classification method can be employed for assigning an individual
with the concepts it is likely to belong to. These individuals are supposed to be partially
described by assertions in the ABox, thus classification may induce new assertions by
analogy, which cannot be inferred by deduction.

We briefly review the basics of thek-Nearest Neighbor method (k-NN) and propose
how to exploit this classification procedure for inductive reasoning. It is considered a
lazy approach to learning, since the learning phase is reduced to memorizing instances
of the target concepts pre-classified by an expert. Then, during the classification phase,
a notion of dissimilarity for the instance space is employed to classify a new instance
in analogy with its neighbor.

Let xq be the instance that must be classified. Using a dissimilarity measure (or
any other distance function), the set of thek nearest pre-classified instances w.r.t.xq is
selected. The objective is to learn a discrete-valued target functionh : IS 7→ V from
a space of instancesIS to a set of valuesV = {v1, . . . , vs} standing for the classes to
assign. This should be adapted for the more complex context of DLs descriptions.

In its simplest setting, thek-NN algorithm approximatesh for new instancesxq on
the ground of the value thath assumes for the training instances in the neighborhood
of xq, i.e. thek closest instances to the new instance in terms of a dissimilarity mea-
sure. Precisely, it is assigned according to the value which isvotedby the majority of
instances in the neighborhood.



The problem with this formulation is that it does not take into account the (dis-
)similarity among instances, except when selecting the instances to be included in the
neighborhood. Therefore a modified setting is generally adopted, based on weighting
the vote according to the distance of the query instance from the training instances:

ĥ(xq) := argmax
v∈V

k∑
i=1

wiδ(v, h(xi)) (1)

whereδ is theKronecker symbol, a function that returns 1 in case of matching arguments
and 0 otherwise, and, given a distance measurewi = 1/d(xi, xq) orwi = 1/d(xi, xq)2.

Note that the hypothesis function̂h is defined only extensionally, therefore thek-
NN method does not return an intensional classification model (a function or a concept
definition), it merely gives an answer for new query instances to be classified, employ-
ing the procedure above. It should be observed that a strong assumption of this setting
is that it can be employed to assign the query instance to the class from a set of values
which can be regarded as a set of pairwise disjoint concepts. This is a simplifying as-
sumption that cannot be always valid. In our setting, indeed, an individual could be an
instance of more than one concept.

Let us consider a value setV = {C1, . . . , Cs}, of possibly overlapping conceptsCj

(1 ≤ j ≤ s) that may be assigned to a query instancexq. If the classes were disjoint
as in the standard setting, the decision procedure defining the hypothesis function is the
same as in Eq. (1), with the query instance assigned thesingleclass of the majority
of instances in the neighborhood. In the general case, when the pairwise disjointness
of the concepts cannot be assumed, one can adopt another classification procedure,
decomposing the multi-class problem into smaller binary classification problems (one
per target concept). Therefore, a simple binary value set (V = {−1,+1}) may be
employed. Then, for each concept, a hypothesisĥj is computed, iteratively:

ĥj(xq) := argmax
v∈V

k∑
i=1

δ(v, hj(xi))
d(xq, xi)2

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , s} (2)

where each functionhj (1 ≤ j ≤ s) simply indicates the occurrence (+1) or absence
(−1) of the corresponding assertion in the ABox:Cj(xi) ∈ A. Alternately2, hj may
return+1 whenCj(xi) can be inferred from the knowledge baseK, and−1 otherwise.

The problem with non-explicitly disjoint concepts is also related to the CWA usually
made in the knowledge discovery context. That is the reason for adapting the standard
setting to cope both with the case of generally non-disjoint classes and with the OWA
which is commonly made in the Semantic Web context.

To deal with the OWA, the absence of information on whether a certain training
instancex belongs to the extension of conceptCj should not be interpreted negatively,
as shown before. Rather, it should count as neutral information. Thus, another value set
has to be adopted for thehj ’s, namelyV = {−1, 0,+1}, where the three values denote,

2 For the sake of simplicity and efficiency, this case will not be considered in the following,
since instance checking may be computationally expensive (see [1], Ch. 3).



respectively, occurrence, absence and occurrence of the opposite assertion:

hj(x) =

+1 Cj(x) ∈ A
−1 ¬Cj(x) ∈ A

0 o.w.

Occurrence can be easily computed with a lookup in the ABox, therefore the overall
complexity of the procedure depends on the numberk � |Ind(A)|, that is the number
of times the distance measure is needed.

Note that, being based on a majority vote of the individuals in the neighborhood,
this procedure is less error-prone in case of noise in the data (i.e. incorrect assertions
in the ABox), therefore it may be able to give a correct classification even in case of
(partially) inconsistent knowledge bases.

Again, a more complex procedure may be devised by substituting the notion of
occurrence (absence) of assertions in (from) the ABox with the one of derivability (non-
derivability) from the whole knowledge base, i.e.K ` Cj(x),K 6` Cj(x)∧K 6` ¬Cj(x)
andK ` ¬Cj(x), respectively. Although this may exploit more information and turn out
to be more accurate, it is also much more computationally expensive, since the simple
lookup in the ABox must be replaced with a logical inference (instance checking).

5 Experiments

We present the outcomes of preliminary experiments carried out for testing the feasibil-
ity of the method illustrated in the previous section. In order to assess the appropriate-
ness and validity of the method with the proposed similarity measure, we have applied
it to a classification problem, using three datasets. Namely, we have chosen three dif-
ferent ontologies: theFSM ontology and the SURFACE-WATER-MODEL ontology from
the Prot́eǵe library3, and a handcraftedFAMILY ontology.

FSM is an ontology describing finite state machines. It is made up of 20 concepts
(both primitives and defined), some of them are declared to be disjoint, 10 object prop-
erties, 7 datatype properties, 37 distinct individual names. About half of the individuals
are instances of only a single class and are not involved in any property, while the other
half are involved in properties.

SURFACE-WATER-MODEL is an ontology describing water quality models. It is
based on theSurface-water Models Information Clearinghouse(SMIC) of the US Geo-
logical Survey (USGS). Namely, it is an ontology of numerical models for surface water
flow and water quality simulation, which are applicable to lakes, oceans, estuaries, etc.
These models are classified according to their availability, domain, dimensions, and
characteristic types. It is made up of 19 concepts (both primitives and defined) without
any specification about disjointness, 9 object properties, 115 distinct individual names;
each of them is an instance of a single class and only some of them are involved in
object properties.

FAMILY is an handcrafted ontology describing family relationships. It is made up
of 14 concepts (both primitives and defined), some of them are declared to be disjoint,

3 http://protege.stanford.edu/download/ontologies.html



5 object properties, 39 distinct individual names. Most of the individuals are instances
of more than one concept, besides most of them are involved in more than one role.
The ontology was intended to provide a more complex instance graph than in the other
cases. Indeed, in the other ontologies there are assertions about instances only for some
concepts (the others being defined intensionally), while in theFAMILY ontology ev-
ery concept has at least one instance asserted in the ABox. The same happens for the
role assertions; particularly there are some situations where roles assertions constitute
a chain from an individual to another one, by means of other intermediate roles. So the
FAMILY ontology likely describes a real-world state of affairs (the ABox having been
modeled after a real family tree).

The proposed method was applied to each ontology, with the parameterk set to√
|Ind(A)|, as recommended in the literature based on specific experiments; namely, for

every ontology, all individuals are classified to be instances of one or more concepts of
the considered ontology. Specifically, we consider all the individuals in the ontology and
for each of them theMSC is computed, thus theMSC list represents the set of training
examples. Each example is classified applying thek-NN method for DLs, adopting
the leave-one-out cross validation procedure. It is straightforward to point out that two
elements are fundamental for getting good results with the method:

– the similarity measure has to be able to select really similar instances with respect
to the example to be classified;

– the examples in the training set have to be meaningful for the one to be classified.

We intended to assess whether the method is able to classify instances correctly, i.e.
assign the same concepts computed with instance checking. Additionally, it should also
be able to induce by analogy new (previously unknown) class-membership assertions
that cannot be logically inferred. Particularly, for each ontology and for each concept,
three rates have been computed:omission error rate, commission error rate, induction
rate. The omission error is related to completeness. It measures the amount of unla-
belled individuals (̂hj(xq) = 0) with respect to a certain concept (Cj) while it was to
be classified as an instance of that class (hj(xq) = 1). The commission error is related
to soundness. It measures the amount of individuals labelled as instances of the negation
of the target concept (ĥj(xq) = −1), while they belong to that concept (hj(xq) = 1)
or vice-versa. The induction rate measures the amount of individuals labelled that were
found to belong to a concept or its negation (ĥj(xq) = ±1), while this information is
not logically derivable from the knowledge base (hj(xq) = 0). Thus commission error
(erroneous labelling) may be more harmful than omission error (no label assigned, also
because of the OWA) for further inductive methods to be applied. A high induction rate
means that the procedure was actually able to induce new assertions that are likely to
be valid and can then be incorporated into the knowledge base.

By looking at Tab. 1 reporting the experimental outcomes, it is important to note
that, for every ontology, the commission error was null. This means that the classifier
has never made critical mistakes because no individual has been deemed as an instance
of a concept while really it is an instance an disjoint class.

In particular, for the SURFACE-WATER-MODEL ontology, the predictive accuracy
is 100% i.e. the omission error and induction rate are null. This means that for the
SURFACE-WATER-MODEL ontology our classifier always assigns individuals to the



Table 1.Average results of the trials.

omission error induction rate commission error
FSM 0 31 0

S.-W.-M. 0 0 0
FAMILY 50.93 16.85 0

correct concepts but it is also never able to induce new knowledge (indeed the induction
rate is null). This is due to the fact that individuals in this ontology are all instances of
the same concepts and roles, so computing theirMSC, these are all very similar and so
the amount of information they convey is very low.

For the same reasons, also for theFSM ontology, we have a maximal accuracy. How-
ever, differently from the previous ontology, the induction rate for theFSM ontology is
not null. Since the induction rate represents assertions that are not logically deducible
from the ontology and was induced by the classifier, these figures would be positive if
this knowledge is correct. Particularly, in this case the increase of the induction rate has
been due to the presence of some concepts that are declared to be mutually disjoint.

Results are different for the case of theFAMILY ontology, where the predictive ac-
curacy is lower and there have been some omission errors. This is due to the way indi-
viduals are asserted as instances of the concepts. First of all, instances are more irregu-
larly spreadover the classes, that is they are instances of different concepts, which are
sometimes disjoint. Specifically, there is a concentration of instances of some concepts.
Hence theMSC approximations that were computed are very different, which reduces
the possibility of matching significantly similarMSCs. Nevertheless our algorithm does
not make any commission error and it is able to infer new knowledge.

Concluding, we have observed that the proposed method is able to induce new as-
sertions in addition those that were already logically derivable from the knowledge
base. Particularly, an increase in prediction accuracy was observed when the instances
are homogeneously spread. Besides, the method confirmed its tolerance to noise as no
commission error was observed.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper explored the application of an instance-based learning method to relational
representations such as DLs. A dissimilarity measure has been employed in the method
that may be applied to predicting/suggesting missing information about a knowledge
base individuals. The first experiments made showed that the method is effective, al-
though its performance depends on the number (and distribution) of the available train-
ing instances. Besides, as expected, the procedure is robust to noise and never made
commission errors in the experiments carried out.

Currently, we are investigating the application of statistical tests which are likely to
augment the significance of the inductive conclusions drawn by the mere instance-based
method. Besides, an instance-based method may be also suitable for the induction of
missing values for (scalar or numeric) datatype properties of an individual as an es-



timate derived from the values of the datatypes for the surrounding individuals. The
employed measure can be refined by introducing a weighting factor, useful for decreas-
ing the impact of the similarity between nested sub-concepts in the descriptions on the
determination of the overall value. Another natural extension may concern the defini-
tion of measures for more expressive DLs languages so to scale up the applicability of
the method.
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